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Orthogonal Layouts – Well-Known Results

[Tamassia, SIAM J Comp’87]
Can minimize number of bends for fixed embedding.

[Garg & Tamassia, SIAM J Comp’01]
Without fixed embedding, bend minimization is hard to approx.

[Biedl & Kant, CGTA’98], [Liu et al., DAM’98]
Can compute drawing on the \((n \times n)\)-grid with \(\leq 2n + 2\) bends for any embedding (and \(\leq 2\) bends/edge – except octahedron)

[Bläsius, Krug, Rutter, Wagner: GD’10, Algorithmica’14]
Given an embedding and a function \(\text{flex}: E \rightarrow \mathbb{N}_{\geq 1}\), can compute a drawing with \(\leq \text{flex}(e)\) bends/edge (if one exists).
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Polygon Simplification and Schematization

Main goal: preserve area!

[Buchin, Meulemans, Speckmann: GiScience’10, ACMGIS’11]
Fig. 7. An S-contraction.
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**Theorem.** Given a rectilinear polygon \( R \) with \( n \) edges and an integer \( k \) with \( 4 \leq k \leq n \), an area-preserving schematization of \( R \) with at most \( k \) edges can be generated using only S- and C-contractions.
→ topologically safe schematization with Bézier curves or circular arcs

[van Goethem, Meulemans, Reimer, Haverkort, Speckmann: Cartogr. J.’13]
[van Goethem, Meulemans, Speckmann, Wood: PacificVis’14]
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Two-Side Boundary Labeling

$n$ (fixed) labels on top and right side

$n$ point sites

not always crossing-free

orange area empty

→ crossings

decidable for a given mapping

without mapping: **NP-hard?**

No!

Idea: find a **stair** to get a good mapping.

[Kindermann, Niedermann, Rutter, Schaefer, Schulz, W.: WADS’13]

**How?** DP.
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Tight bounds on the area requirements for grid drawings of trees.
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- every embedded planar graph admits an embedding-preserving monotone drawing with $\leq 1$ bend in poly. area
- bound on $\#$bends is tight

- every outerplane graph admits a straight-line monotone drawing in poly. area
- every biconnected embedded planar graph admits a straight-line monotone drawing
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Metro Maps

- octilinear schematic ⇒ “orderly”
- no sharp bends ⇒ improved planning speed

[Roberts et al., IJHCS 2013]
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Our Approach

- use cubic Bézier curves for representing edges
- use force-directed approach ("spring embedder")
- merge consecutive Béziers wherever possible

[Fink, Haerkort, Nöllenburg, Roberts, Schuhmann, W., GD’12]

[Hu et al., CAD’01]
Test Case – Vienna
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without merging edges

90 curves
Test Case – Vienna

with merging edges at intermediate stations (degree 2)

25 curves
Test Case – Vienna

additionally merging edges at interchange stations (degree 4)

9 curves
Montréal
Sydney
London
Open Problem:
Avoid wiggly lines in drawings of large networks
Circular-Arc Metro Maps
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input

24 arcs

deformed
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Circular-Arc Metro Maps

[van Dijk, van Goethem, Haunert, Meulemans, Speckmann
SchematicMapping’14]
Concentric Metro Maps

[Fink, Lechner, Wolff, SchematicMapping’14]
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Words that were more important in the 2013 treaty than in the 2009 treaty

Spiegel Online Nov. 2013
Words that were more important in the 2013 treaty than in the 2009 treaty:

- Energiewende
- Innovation
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Contact Representation Of Word Networks

Input

- (integral) box dimensions
- desired contact graph

Output

- placement of boxes
- realized desired contacts
- profit: 1 unit / desired edge

Max-Crown: Maximize profit!
## Our Results – Approximation Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph class</th>
<th>Weighted</th>
<th>Unweighted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cycle, path</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>star</td>
<td>$1 + \varepsilon$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>$2 + \varepsilon$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP-hard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max-degree $\Delta$</td>
<td>$[(\Delta + 1)/2]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planar max-deg. $\Delta$</td>
<td>$1 + \varepsilon$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outerplanar</td>
<td>$3 + \varepsilon$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planar</td>
<td>$5 + \varepsilon$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipartite</td>
<td>$16\alpha/3 \approx 8.4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APX-hard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general</td>
<td>rand.: $32\alpha/3 \approx 16.9$</td>
<td>$5 + 16\alpha/3 \approx 13.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>det.: $40\alpha/3 \approx 21.1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\alpha = e/(e - 1) \approx 1.58$

[Barth, Fabrikant, Kobourov, Lubiw, Nöllenburg, Okamoto, Pupyrev, Squarcella, Ueckerdt, W.: LATIN'14]

[Bekos, van Dijk, Fink, Kindermann, Kobourov, Pupyrev, Spoerhase, W.: submitted]
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Milestones of WP02
Milestones of WP02

- Design approximation algorithms for MMN in dimension $\geq 3$. ✓
- Attack open questions about Manhattan-geodesic drawing convention. ❓
- Consider area-preserving schematization with diagonals. ✓
- Investigate complexity / design algorithms for monotone straight-line drawings. ✓
- Combine IP and heuristic methods for drawing large-scale (labeled) metro maps (including rectangular stations and parallel lines). ❍
- Show hardness or give efficient algorithm for bend minimization in Kandinsky framework. ❄
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